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Abstract
Background
Sarcoidosis patients suffer from fatigue and exercise limitation. The aim of this study was to
establish whether a physical training program improves these and other outcomes important to
sarcoidosis patients.
Methods
From 11/2012‐9/2014, 201 sarcoidosis patients were referred to the ild care expertise team, Ede,
The Netherlands. In our center all patients are routinely recommended to undergo testing at
baseline to determine their physical functioning and encouraged to complete a 12‐week,
supervised physical training program. Ninety patients underwent baseline testing and returned
for repeat testing at three months‐in the interim, 49 completed the training program (Group I)
and 41 chose not to participate (Group II). Change over time (from baseline to 3 months) in
fatigue, exercise capacity, and skeletal muscle strength were assessed between the two groups.
Results
At baseline, there were no between‐group differences for fatigue, DLCO%, FVC%, or exercise
capacity (assessed by percent predicted six‐minute walk distance [6MWD%] and Steep Ramp Test
[SRT]). The 6MWD for Group I improved between baseline and three months, while the 6MWD
remained the same in Group II (F=72.2, p<0.001). Group I showed a significantly larger decrease
of fatigue compared with Group II (F=6.27, p=0.014). Lung function tests did not change in either
group.
Conclusion
A supervised physical training program improves exercise capacity and fatigue among sarcoidosis
patients and should be included in their management regimen.
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Introduction
Sarcoidosis is a multisystem disorder of unknown cause(s) characterized by the
formation of immune granulomas in involved organs, most often the lung and
lymphatic system (but virtually any organ can be affected). The clinical presentation of
sarcoidosis is highly variable: certain patients present acutely, with severe symptoms
and/or multi‐organ involvement; although, some patients are entirely asymptomatic.
Symptoms are generally nonspecific and include general weakness, arthralgias, reduced
exercise capacity, dyspnea and fatigue.1‐5 In addition to the specific organ‐related
symptoms, these less specific disabling symptoms may have a major influence on the
daily activities and the social and professional lives of the patients, resulting in a
reduced quality of life (QOL).6 Distance covered during the six‐minute walk test
(6MWD) is often reduced and correlates with forced vital capacity (FVC) and fatigue
severity.7,8 Fatigue may be explained by peripheral muscle weakness and exercise
intolerance ‐ each is influenced by multiple factors, including sarcoidosis‐related
skeletal muscle abnormalities, decreased pulmonary function, small fiber neuropathy
and deconditioning.9‐11
In several chronic ‐ including lung ‐ diseases, physical training has been shown to
improve exercise intolerance and peripheral muscle weakness.12,13 Limited data suggest
that pulmonary rehabilitation – the backbone of which is an exercise program that
most often includes a combination of aerobic and resistance training – or an exercise
training program run outside the confines of a formal pulmonary rehabilitation
program, is a safe intervention14‐17 that improves symptoms, physical functioning and
quality of life (QoL) in these patients.12,14 Recently, Marcellis and colleagues observed
that in sarcoidosis patients, fatigue, physical functioning, and psychological health all
improved in response to physical training.13 Our group showed that a 12‐week physical
training program improved or maintained exercise capacity in patients with severe
fibrotic sarcoidosis or progressive idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF).18
The aim of this study was to examine whether a physical training program
supervised by a physical therapist improves fatigue and exercise capacity in sarcoidosis
patients.

Materials and methods
Study design and subjects
In this retrospective observational study outcomes were compared between
sarcoidosis patients who completed an exercise training program and those who did
not. Patients were included in the cohort if they were evaluated by the ild care
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expertise team of Hospital Gelderse Vallei, Ede, The Netherlands from 11/2012‐9/2014
and underwent testing at baseline and three months later at the department of
physical therapy. The diagnosis of sarcoidosis was confirmed by the multidisciplinary ild
care expertise team in accordance with accepted guidelines 1.
Of the 201 patients evaluated 147 underwent the standard baseline testing; 54 did
not complete the baseline testing for various reasons (no reason given, no combined
appointment possible along with travel distance, etc.). Of these 147 patients, 90
underwent baseline testing and returned for repeat testing at three months. Finally, 49
out of 90 patients completed the training program (Group I) and 41 chose not to
participate (Group II) (see also Figure 6.1). Fatigue, exercise capacity and skeletal
muscle strength were measured in all 90 patients by the same tester.
Total sarcoidosis
population; n=201

Physical performance
assessment; n=147
(inclusion)

Population
without
evaluation
assessment;
n=57

Supervised training
program; n=49

Figure 6.1
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No physical performance
assessment; n=54
(exclusion)

Population
without
evaluation
assessment;
n=90

No supervised training
program; n=41

During the study period data of 201 out patients suffering from sarcoidosis were collected. At
baseline, the majority of these patients (n=147) completed a physical assessment and surveys
at the department of physical therapy. These patients received a tailored advice and were
encouraged to start a 12‐weeks physical training program supervised by a physical therapist in
accordance with their physical performance assessed at baseline. In 90 patients a second
physical assessment after a 3 month period follow up was achieved. Between‐group evaluation
of patients who completed a supervised physical training (n=49) and those who decided not to
follow a physical training program (n=41)
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Outcome variables
Body composition
Height, weight, body mass index (BMI) were measured as reported previously.19
Lung function tests
Forced vital capacity (FVC) and forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) were
measured with a pneumotachograph (Masterlab, Jaeger, Würzburg, Germany). The
diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide (DLCO) was measured using the
single‐breath method (Masterlab, Jaeger, Würzburg, Germany). Values were expressed
as percentage of the predicted value (i.e., FVC%, FEV1%, and DLCO% respectively).
Muscle strength
The maximal isometric grip strength of the dominant hand was measured with the
Jamar dynamometer (Fabrication Enterprises Inc., Irvington, NY, USA) and expressed in
kilograms (kgs).20 Percentage of predicted was calculated using normative data of
Mathiowetz and colleagues.21 Biceps brachii strength was assessed during elbow flexion
with the microFET (Biometrics, Almere, The Netherlands), an electronic hand‐held
dynamometer. The ‘break’ method was used to measure the maximal peak force of the
dominant arm in Newton (N). The highest value of at least two measurements was
recorded.22
Exercise capacity
Maximal oxygen uptake – and other commonly collected variables – were measured
during a cardiopulmonary exercise test using the Steep Ramp Test (SRT) protocol on a
cycle ergometer. The protocol as described by Meyer et al. was used.23 Outcome of the
SRT was used to determine estimated VO2max value according to DeBacker and
coworkers.24 Reference values determined by McArdle, Katch and Katch were used to
classify obtained values.25 Maximal oxygen uptake was defined as reduced when values
were classified ‘very poor’ and ‘poor’ according to McArdle. The six‐minute walk test
(6MWT) was administered according to the American Thoracic Society Guidelines.26
Predicted 6MWD values were calculated according to Gibson and colleagues.27

Questionnaires
Fatigue was measured with the 10‐item Fatigue Assessment Scale (FAS). Each item uses
a 5‐point rating scale, so the total score range is 10 to 50. Scores below 22 indicate no
fatigue; scores of 22‐34 indicate mild‐moderate fatigue; and scores of 35 or more
indicate extreme fatigue. In sarcoidosis, the FAS has acceptable psychometric
properties.28 The minimal clinically important difference in sarcoidosis is 4 points or a
10% change.29
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The Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) Scale was used to assess perceived
exertion during the 6MWT. Scores range from 6 to 20, where 6 means "no exertion at
all" and 20 means "maximal exertion." Average breathlessness intensity over a 2‐week
period was assessed with an 8‐point, modified Borg scale (from 0 to 7), for which higher
scores indicate greater breathlessness.30 Patients also ticked a box to indicate whether
their breathlessness was brief, periodic or continuous.

Intervention
Patients were encouraged to start a 12‐weeks physical training program supervised by
a physical therapist in accordance with their physical performance assessed at baseline.
In accordance with the American Thoracic Society standards, the exercise program
contained two major components: aerobic endurance training (stationary cycling,
treadmill) and peripheral muscle strengthening (upper‐ and lower‐body).12 A physical
therapist supervised the training program which consisted of twice‐weekly, 60 minute
sessions that included both components.
The aerobic endurance component was started at a level of 50‐60% of peak work
achieved during the SRT.23 An interval protocol was used while subjects exercised
continuously with a goal time of more than 30 minutes. After a 10 minute warm‐up
period, subjects completed alternating exercise intervals of 40 seconds at high
resistance and 60 seconds at low resistance. After completing 10 intervals, subjects
cooled down for five minutes. Intensity and duration were gradually increased (both
within sessions and over time) to build tolerance and confidence. During each session,
the targeted exercise intensity was 13‐15 on the Borg RPE Scale.31 Pulse‐oxymetry was
used to monitor peripheral oxygen saturation levels during exercise, and supplemental
oxygen use during training was commensurate with current prescriptions.
The strength training component consisted on exercises using Life Fitness Circuit
Series equipment (Life Fitness, Barendrecht, The Netherlands). During each training
sessions, subjects performed three sets of 15‐20 repetitions of 6‐8 different exercises –
some lower‐ and some upper‐body. At least two lower body exercises were performed
each training session. The resistance level was individualized for each patient
(according to patient preference) and reassessed and adjusted after every session using
the Borg Score. The targeted exercise intensity was between 13‐15 on the Borg score.31

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were generated for baseline characteristics. To examine
differences between the two patient groups who participated in this study at baseline,
independent sample t‐tests (Mann‐Whitney U tests) or Chi‐square (or Fisher’s exact)
tests were performed depending on the type of variables and normality of data.
Analyses of variance for repeated measures were performed to examine whether the
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effect of the training on fatigue, the MWD, and perceived exertion, taking (if necessary)
variables on which the two patient groups differed at baseline into account.
Furthermore, a Chi‐square test was performed to examine the difference between
groups concerning the MCID of fatigue. We considered p<0.05 to represent statistical
significance. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS statistical software
(version 19.0 for Windows) (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results
Baseline characteristics for the 147 patients with evaluable data—including the 90
patients who returned at three months—are summarized in Table 6.1. Figure 6.1
displays the flow chart of the study.
Table 6.1

Summary of demographic and clinical features of the sarcoidosis outpatients (n=201) referred
to the ild care expertise team: 54 patients had no baseline physical measurements at the
department of physical therapy, 57 patients only had a measurement at baseline, 90 patients
had a measurement at baseline and after 3 months (Group I: followed a supervised physical
training program; Group II: no training).
No physical
performance
assessment

Demographics
Subjects
54
females, %
42.6
age, yrs
48.9±11.3
time since diagnosis,
4.7±6.5
yrs
2
BMI, kg/m
27.0±5.8
Treatment
no treatment, n
17 (31.5%)
glucocorticoids, n
23 (42.6%)
other#, n
14 (25.9)
Lung function tests
DLCO, % pred.
76.8±17.4
FEV1, % pred.
91.5±19.5
FVC, % pred.
98.3±17.4
Chest radiographs stages
0/I/II/III/IV
6/18/24/4/2
Inflammatory markers
CRP (mg/l)
11.6±39.4
sIL‐2R (U/ml)
5894±3688
Fatigue measure
FAS
29.0±7.8

Baseline
physical
performance
assessment

Group I

Group II

Total population

57
43.9
45.5±11.3
6.3±7.9

49
42.9
47.6±11.3
5.8±7.0

41
24,4
49.2±10.5
5.4±5.5

201
39.3
47.7±11.2
5.5±6.9

25.9±4.1

27.5±4.4

27.9±5.3

27.0±4.9

23 (40.4%)
18 (31.6%)
16 (28.0%)

12 (24.5%)
21 (42.9%)
16 (32.7%)

13 (31.7%)
15 (36.6%)
13 (31.7%)

65 (32.3)
77 (38.3)
59 (29.4%)

82.2±16.4
92.5±17.4
99.5±17.5

78.8±18.2
85.3±18.4
91.2±16.8

77.9±18.9
85.7±21.8
94.8±18.0

79.1±17.7
88.9±19.4
96.0±17.6

7/17/23/6/4

4/11/22/0/4

2/10/21/3/5

19/56/90/13/23

5.3±10.1
5126±2723

5.6±7.7
5514±3595

4.6±4.0
6467±11807

6.7±20.3
5705±6176

30.3±9.7

29.8±8.1

30.2±9.0

29.8±8.6

Data are expressed as absolute number or mean ± SD. BMI: body mass index; DLCO: diffusing capacity of the
lung for carbon monoxide; % predicted: % of predicted; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC: forced
vital capacity; CRP: C‐reactive protein; sIL‐2R: soluble interleukin‐2 receptor; FAS: Fatigue Assessment Scale;
# immunosuppressive treatment: methotrexate with or without glucocorticoids.
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At baseline, there were no between‐group differences in demographic or clinical
variables (e.g., pulmonary function tests, inflammatory markers, radiological findings,
peripheral muscle strength or exercise capacity, or treatment (Table 6.2). There were
also no between‐group differences with regard to fatigue and perceived exertion.
Table 6.2

Difference of physical measurements, fatigue and dyspnea of the sarcoidosis outpatients
referred to the ild care expertise team performed at the department of physical therapy at
baseline and follow up between Group I and Group II (Group I: followed a supervised physical
training program; Group II: no training).

Subjects
6MWD, meters
at baseline
at follow up
p‐value within Groups
6MWD, % pred.
at baseline
at follow up
p‐value within Groups
SRT, watts
at baseline
at follow up
p‐value within Groups
SRT, VO2max, ml/kg/min
at baseline
at follow up
p‐value within Groups
HGS, % pred.
at baseline
at follow up
p‐value within Groups
EFMS, % pred.
at baseline
at follow up
p‐value within Groups
FAS
at baseline
at follow up
p‐value within Groups
Borg RPE
at baseline
at follow up
p‐value within Groups
Modified Borg
at baseline
at follow up
p‐value within Groups

Group I
49

Group II
41

513 ± 102
583 ± 104
0.0001

530 ± 104
534 ± 110
0.892

73.6 ± 12.9
83.5 ± 12.2
<0.0001

75.3 ± 14.3
76.1 ± 15.2
0.832

260 ± 68
285 ± 67
0.074

286 ± 75
298 ± 79
0.497

25.4 ± 4.9
27.7 ± 5.5
0.043

26.2 ± 6.4
26.6 ± 6.7
0.777

89.6 ± 23.0
(n=42)
96.3 ± 21.8
0.177

92.2 ± 20.2
(n=38)
96.0 ± 19.2
0.406

98.5 ± 18.1
(n=41)
106.3 ± 18.1
0.049

100.7 ± 21.8
(n=31)
103.3 ± 20.5
0.623

29.8 ± 8.1
25.6 ± 7.5
0.009

30.3 ± 9.0
28.6 ± 9.0
0.408

11.6 ± 3.7
11.7 ± 3.0
0.782

11.9 ± 3.0
12.5 ± 3.1
0.381

4.1 ± 3.1
3.6 ± 2.9
0.381

4.2 ± 2.6
4.0 ± 2.2
0.782

Data are expressed as absolute number or mean ± SD; % pred. : %predicted; 6MWD: 6 minute walking
distance; SRT: Steep Ramp Test; VO2max: maximal oxygen uptake; HGS: hand grip strength; EFMS: elbow
flexor muscle strength; FAS: Fatigue Assessment Scale; DLCO: diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon
monoxide; % predicted: % of predicted; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC: forced vital capacity; RPE:
Rating of Perceived Exertion.
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Concerning fatigue we found an interaction effect of time with group (F=6.27,
p=0.014). This indicates that while both groups started with the same level of fatigue,
Group I showed a significantly larger decrease of fatigue compared with Group II (see
Figure 6.2). The change in fatigue was also found when looking at the cut‐off scores. At
baseline, the majority of patients were fatigued. At three months, FAS scores improved
by 4 or more points (i.e., the minimal clinically important difference or MCID) in 74.4%
of the patients in Group I and 48.5% of patients in Group II (p=0.032). Lung function
tests did not change in either group (data not shown).

Figure 6.2

Mean Fatigue assessment scale (FAS) scores of Group I who followed a supervised physical
training program; Group II: no training. In group I the FAS score improved after the 12‐weeks
physical training program (p=0.009)

An interaction effect was also found with regard to the 6MWD, % norm (F=59.5,
p<0.001). The 6MWD, % norm for Group I improved between baseline and three
months while the 6MWD remained the same in Group II. As shown in Figure 6.3, similar
results were found with regard to 6MWD distance (interaction effect: F=72.2, p<0.001).
Concerning EFMS, % predicted no significant interaction effect (p=0.129) was
found. There is a significant increase across time in both groups (F=9.25, p=0.003, but
no difference between the two groups (p=0.907). For HGS % norm no significant
interaction effect (p=0.933) was present, but we did find that the % decreased
significantly across time (F=446.5, p<0.001) in both groups. No group difference was
found.
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Figure 6.3

Change of the six minute walking distance (meters) between baseline and after three months
follow‐up: Group I: followed a supervised physical training program; Group II: no training.

With regard to the two types of Borg scores, the Modified Borg and the Borg RPE,
no difference was found between the groups and across time.
We did find an interaction effect on the two SRT measures, SRT watts (F=4.6,
p=0.034) and SRT VO2max, ml/kg/min (F=6.3, p=0.014) indicating different changes
across time for both groups. Although the main effects for both measures showed that
the difference between the groups was not significant.

Discussion
In this study, we observed that a supervised, 12‐week, aerobic exercise and strength
training program improves exercise performance, strength and fatigue in patients with
sarcoidosis. The results were independent of age, gender, time since diagnosis, baseline
pulmonary function (and other markers of sarcoidosis severity), inflammatory status or
pharmacological interventions. Currently, a program like the one used at our center is
not standard of care for patients with sarcoidosis, but we think it should be. The
exercise program is similar to those used in pulmonary rehabilitation programs
throughout the world; thus, most clinicians caring for sarcoidosis patients have access
to this valuable adjunctive therapeutic modality. In fact, we would argue that
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pulmonary rehabilitation should be considered as a first‐line therapy for patients
suffering from sarcoidosis.
Patients with sarcoidosis are frequently limited by reduced exercise tolerance,
muscle weakness and impaired QOL.7,32,33 Sarcoidosis imposes a burden on patient’s
lives and fatigue is ubiquitous among sarcoidosis patients. Exercise programs and
pulmonary rehabilitation are beneficial for patients with many respiratory diseases,12
and evidence on the benefits of pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) and exercise for
sarcoidosis patients is increasing.13,18,34‐36 Our study builds on the results of a study by
Marcellis and co‐investigators who observed that fatigue declined and 6MWD and
peripheral muscle strength improved after a 13‐week physical training program in
sarcoidosis patients.13 Ryerson and his colleagues found that PR improved exercise
capacity in interstitial lung disease (ILD) patients, regardless of baseline 6MWD; and
patients with worse baseline functional capacity had greater improvements following
PR.37 This suggests that motivated patients with relatively severe functional impairment
should still be offered PR (unless contraindications exist), because they stand to benefit
most.
At baseline, we found strong ‐ but far from perfect ‐ correlations between SRT and
both VO2max and 6MWD. This suggests that the SRT (submaximal exercise test, cycling,
not every‐day activity in all patients) and 6MWD (submaximal exercise test, walking,
every‐day activity) assess different aspects of physical functioning. Regardless, the
between‐groups differences in both variables were significantly greater in the group
completing the intervention. Because there is lack of clarity,38 future studies are
needed to address the issue of which exercise modality (cycle ergometry, walking or
both) should be used to assess the effects of interventions aimed at improving physical
functional capacity.
Sarcoidosis is a heterogeneous disease, making assessments of disease severity
complex. For example, pulmonary function test may not reflect the severity of
pulmonary sarcoidosis39; thus, incorporating metrics across a broad range of outcomes
is needed to generate a comprehensive determination of sarcoidosis severity. This is
likely best performed via a multidisciplinary approach5 that incorporates the
assessment of multiple domains of physical functioning – and because it is so common
and intrusive – fatigue.7,40 Patients with any chronic illness are at risk for physical
inactivity, which in turn can induce general deconditioning. Poor physical conditioning
contributes to fatigue, dyspnea and the vicious cycle of more physical inactivity.10,15 Our
results suggest that physical therapy and exercise are capable of breaking this cycle.
Given the complexity of sarcoidosis, and the potential for multi‐system involvement,
the therapeutic approach to any one patient, including rehabilitation or physical
exercise programs, should be comprehensive, well thought‐out and tailored to his/her
needs.34,41‐44
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This study has several limitations. First, it was an observational study, lacking a
randomized control group, and blinding was not possible. This could introduce bias.
Patients who decided to complete the supervised training program were likely more
motivated than the other patients to improve their physical performance. Finally, we
did not assess the long term effect of PR. Thus, it is unknown whether these benefits
are sustained following a supervised trainings program, and which patients experience
the greatest benefits.
In conclusion, a supervised physical training program improves fatigue, exercise
capacity and peripheral muscle strength among sarcoidosis patients, these results were
independent of age, gender, time since diagnosis, baseline pulmonary function (and
other markers of sarcoidosis severity), inflammatory status or pharmacological
interventions. Physical training should be included in their management regimen.
Further research is required to confirm which patients benefit most from exercise
training (including the type offered in pulmonary rehabilitation programs), to
determine which components of such a program are most valuable to patients with
sarcoidosis, and explore whether there are strategies that can be used to achieve long‐
term benefits.
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